We present results of micron-resolution measurements of the ground motions in large particle accelerators over the range of spatial scales L from several meters to tens of km and time intervals T from minutes to several years and show that in addition to systematic changes due to tides or slow drifts, there is a stochastic component which has a "random-walk" character both in time and in space. The measured mean square of the relative displacement of ground elements scales as dY 2 ATL over broad range of the intervals, and the site dependent constant A is of the order of 10 -5±1 m 2 /(sm). For the purposes of this study, particle accelerators can be considered as sequences of linear focusing elements (magnetic lenses) arranged either in a circle acquired either routinely at a 1 Hz sampling rate or by request at faster rates, stored and made available for processing.
Ground motion is often characterized by a combination of three components -systematic trends due to long-term geological motions, one or more periodic components, such as Earth tides, daily and seasonal changes associated with temperature or air pressure variations, and stochastic movements [1] . The stochastic component is usually less correlated in space, less persistent in time and less predictable than the first two while not necessarily smaller in amplitude and, thus, it often poses the biggest concern.
Fractal properties of the stochastic component of the ground motion have long been known to geophysicists, (see, e.g., For the purposes of this study, particle accelerators can be considered as sequences of linear focusing elements (magnetic lenses) arranged either in a circle (circular accelerators) or in a line (linear accelerators). In an ideal accelerator with perfectly aligned magnetic elements, the orbit of the charged particle beam passes . The larger effect is produced by the uncorrelated relative motion of the neighboring focusing elements while very long-wavelength movements are practically unimportant [6] . Typically, the ground motion effects start to be of a serious concern for accelerators at the amplitudes of the uncorrelated motion from a fraction of a micron to tens of microns [7] . For accelerators which produce collisions through the interaction of extremely small size beams, the final focusing magnet stability tolerances could be as tight as microns to a few nanometers [8] . laser trackers and digital levels, for geodetic survey and ali gnment allow one to achieve accuracies of a fraction of a mm over distances of a km. Their description can be found in [9, 10] .
Hydrostatic level sensors (HLS) are routinely used at geophysics facilities [11, 12] , but usually in small numbers. High precision HLS probes have been developed and used in large numbers at the various accelerators at Fermi National Accelerator laboratory (FNAL, Chicago, US) and other locations in Illinois to study the diffusion in space or spatial correlations of the ground motion [13] . pickup electrodes with intrinsic resolution of about 5 μm [14] . The orbit data are acquired either routinely at a 1 Hz sampling rate or by request at faster rates, stored and made available for processing.
As mentioned above, the diffusive motion of the ground is often just a background to much more powerful processes, like ground expansion due to temperature changes, or bending due to atmospheric pressure variation or winds, Data from more than two dozen measurements made at the Tevatron and several other large accelerators as well as results of similar studies made elsewhere has been analyzed in [16] and are summarized in Table I . These measurements employed a variety of instruments: beam position monitors to observe orbit drifts in accelerators, modern laser trackers and digital levels to do geodetic surveys of magnets, laser interferometers and HLS systems are used in geophysics studies. The calculated diffusion coefficients A are given in the third column in Table I, 
